
Do your teachers have the necessary tools and software to adequately progress monitor every 
student's annual goals and short-term objectives?  (Most IEP software leaves out this key piece.)

With fastIEP, your teachers will save significant time collecting data, see student progress in real 
time, and build better rapport with parents by easily providing detailed insights on progress.

fastIEP’s 3-pronged approach helps ensure student 
growth as well as teacher best practice & retention:

A Revolutionary Tool for Daily IEP 
Progress Monitoring and Goal Creation

Observations

 Collect detailed, pinpointed datapoints anytime, anywher
 Add descriptive, qualitative narratives for each datapoin
 Link instructional interventions to datapoints and performance
 Drive best practice:  Make it practical to log data at the time of the 

event (not much later), and to intervene if goals need tweaking

      Drive specially-designed instruction (SDI) with 
granular, specific, accurate progress monitoring
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 Empower teacher action with visuals of student progress
 View automatically-generated visualizations in real tim
 Help parents see the story of their child’s data in simple and 

meaningful ways:  Empower parents & keep them collaborative

     Analyze and interpret student data any time 
with automatic data visualization
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 Create S.M.A.R.T. goals in second
 Log data with a single click. Monitor progress with automatic graph
 Make IEP reporting a breeze with instant progress graphs & PDF
 Equalize teacher performance with embedded “micro PD”
 Motivate teachers:  Brain-based reinforcers increase job satisfaction
 Automatically email parents legally-required progress reports on 

each goal

Decrease teacher paperwork & burnout1

https://go.fastiep.com/auth/signup
https://fastiep.com/get-fastiep-for-your-school-or-district/
https://fast.fastiep.com/district-demo


Testimonials

See fastIEP In Action

The Educators Who Brought You fastIEP
(Yes, we’re human, too; and we care!)

Contact Us

Sara Gaynor, M.A.
SpEd Teacher (14 yrs) & SpEd Parent

M.A. in Special Education and Teaching 
(Autism focus)

Ned T. Sahin, Ph.D.
Founder and Inventor

PhD in Cognitive Neuroscience, Harvard 
M.S. in Brain & Cognitive Sciences, MIT

Arshya Vahabzadeh, M.D.
Chief Medical Officer

Child and Adolescent Psychatrist,

Harvard MD

Rafiq Abdus-Sabur, M.Ed.
Chief Education Officer

M.Ed. in Cognitive Development and 
Education, Harvard

Administrators like You!
Thank you for the feedback! We will always 
listen, and address your needs!

Neha Keshav, Ph.D.
Chief of Staff

PhD in Neuroscience (Autism focus),

Mount Sinai School of Medicine

For my paras and for my 
teachers, fastIEP has been a 
huge blessing. It has made 
their workday a lot 
smoother. It has reduced 
their stress because they 
know that they are getting 
their documentation done.

I am very impressed with fastIEP. 
There is nothing more important – 
from ensuring educational quality 
to meeting legal compliance 
standards – than providing high-
quality progress monitoring that 
is goal-aligned, specific, and 
provides trend analyses.

Katherine Kotora
Intervention Specialist

Jennifer McMahan
Special Ed. Coordinator

Kurt Hulett
Special Educator & Advocate

fastIEP has saved me so 
much time! I love how I can 
organize all of my students 
goals. It's so easy to find 
exactly what I'm looking for. 
I also love that fastIEP 
generates data graphs so I 
don't have to make them!

Visit: www.fastIEP.com

Email: info@fastIEP.com

Text or call: (617) 209-9810

YouTube: www.fastIEP.com/YouTube

Instagram: www.fastIEP.com/Instagram

Facebook: www.fastIEP.com/Facebook

http://www.fastIEP.com
mailto:info@fastIEP.com
http://www.fastIEP.com/YouTube
http://www.fastIEP.com/Instagram
http://www.fastIEP.com/Facebook
https://fast.fastiep.com/district-demo
mailto:dr.ned.sahin@fastiep.com



